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Client’s Profile
LeasePlan was founded in Netherlands in 1963 as a joint venture between a bank and 
a company providing service management. Today, it is a global leader in fleet management 
and fleet solutions, with branches in 31 countries. The Polish branch operates 20 000 
vehicles for 800 clients and is one of the valued clients of PGS Software. 
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Case Study
“The application is user friendly, very intuitive and 
logically laid-out. We believe you have a product that’s 
ready for deployment.”

An evaluation of eExamination 
by a professional vehicle service station 

1. CHALLENGES 
 C Designing and creating an app that could considerably speed up the leased vehicle 

inspection process.

 C The app had to be fast, responsive, and simple so that the service personnel would want 
to use it instead of their current solutions.

 C Providing checklists, detailed damage maps and pictures to make reporting as quick and 
streamlined as possible.

 C Real-time synchronization with a single fleet management back-end that had to allow 
inputs from the Web and various mobile clients.

 C The mobile clients were to be created using a Phonegap framework, that facilitates parallel 
development for multiple mobile operating systems.

 C Phonegap is an emerging technology, and our team had to make it work with several 
device-specific libraries and low-level device functions without any experience or guidance.

 C The user experience had to be the same across many platforms, which called for recreation 
of many standard mobile OS elements, such as the date picker or the swipe-recording 
algorithm. 
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2. PROCESS  

Technologies
Phonegap, HTML5, CSS3, 
Javascript, jQuery mobile, 
ASP.net MVC3, WCF 

Resources 3 developers, 1 graphic 
designer, 1 tester

Duration 4 months

Extra details

parallel development of 
2 mobile apps, a web 
application and a back-
end solution

 C Development: The Web version of the platform was prepared first, together with a 
necessary back-end. When that was done, our developers focused on mobile clients. Initial 
work began on Windows Phone, iOS and Android versions, but only the latter two entered 
the production stage.

The process of creating those two mobile apps was unusual, as it was the first PGS Software 
project utilizing Phonegap – a new framework that enables the concurrent development of 
software for multiple platforms. The application itself was written in HTML and Javascript, 
according to Phonegap specifications.

Integrating the Phonegap code with platform-specific libraries proved to be a very 
interesting challenge. For example, creating a cross-platform app that could handle aspect 
ratio shifts and image  modifications on all possible devices turned out to be quite hard. 
Fortunately all problems were solved, and the app appeared on iTunes and Google Play 
roughly at the same time.

C Testing and evaluation: a single tester 
was constantly available for the development 
team, providing QA expertise and a wide 
range of test. The final trial came in the 
form of an evaluation performed in a real 
garage. A team of repairmen tested the 
app – they were generally impressed by its 
responsiveness and ease of use. They have 
only pointed some minor synchronization 
and connectivity issues that have been fixed 
since then.

Together with LeasePlan we’ve 
prepared a design of a smart application that would facilitate quick and efficient 
inspections, and improve the flow of information related to the fleet vehicles.

 C Idea and the design: LeasePlan 
initially cooperated with Test Benefit, 
utilizing its QA expertise. When Test 
Benefit merged with PGS Software, 
the client also decided to extend the 
scope of the cooperation. The first 
serious project we have prepared 
together was called eExamination. 
It’s point? To provide garages and car 
repairmen with a tool to quickly asses 
and report the current condition of a 
leased vehicle. 
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Memorable moment:
a very strange bug that we have encountered 
when uploading the app to Google Play. At one 
point the progress bar of the submission would 
stop, and then slowly move back to zero. An 
anti-progress bar! No one would believe us, 
though, so we made a video.  

User benefits:

Supports a wide range of tablets 
and smartphones

Responsive and friendly interface

Guides through the inspection 
process

Handy common issues lists and 
damage charts

Instant notes, comments and 
photos

Ability to immediately see older 
inspection reports 

Less time spent on paperwork and 
admin tasks

3. RESULT  

Business and functional benefits:     

Up-to date data about the current state 
of all vehicles

Faster and better inspection reports 

Less mistakes made during inspections

Better driver habit control 

Insurance, safety and service reminders

Reduced risk and total cost of the lease 

Summary 
During the eExamination project our team had to 
learn an entirely new, emerging tool, and quickly 
use it to prepare a high-quality application. They 
were able to tackle both objectives, and the 
result was a unique application that is currently 
being prepared for rollout. We believe this project 
says a lot about the way our developers quickly 
learn new technologies, and we are grateful to 
LeasePlan Poland for entrusting us with it. 

 C About PGS Software: We are a 200-people public Polish IT outsourcing company specialized in software 
development. Our job is to convert your ideas into real-life custom business solutions unavailable with the off-
the-shelf boxed products.

 C About the product:  eExamination is a leading vehicle inspection tool that improves fleet management process 
by providing service personnel with an ability to perform quick and efficient checks, record damage and report 
faults.
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